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DIRECT ANALOGUES OF THE SHEFFER STROKE
IN m-VALUED LOGIC

NORMAN M. MARTIN

It has been shown by Peirce1 and, independently, by Sheffer2 that all
functions of two-valued propositional logic can be defined in terms of a
single two-place primitive. This result has been extended to the m-valued
case, by the explicit definition of families of such functions, which we will
call Sheffer functions, by Webb,3 Gδtlind,4 and the present author.5 Explicit
characterization of the totality of such functions has been carried out for
m = 2 by Post6 and for m = 3 by the present author.7 It is known that for
ra>2, there are always a considerable number of such functions, not
always describable in any simple fashion as a generalization of the two
functions of the case m = 2.

If we limit our considerations to functions which seem analogous to
those of the case m = 2 we notice that the Sheffers for m = 2 can be partially
characterized by either of two descriptions equivalent for m = 2 but not
otherwise:

a) There exists a#(0 < K^ 1) such that if i Φ j, f(i, j) = K.

b) There exist permutations a09 ax and b0, bλ of the values 0, 1 such that,

if i^hfifli* aj) = bi

Generalizing these we obtain:

c) There exists a K{0 ^ K < m) such that if i Φ j, f(i, j) = K.
ά) There exist permutations a0, . . ., am.x and b0, . . ., bm.x of the values
0. . . ., m - 1 such that if i < j, f{βi, aj) = δt .

Webb has produced Sheffer functions of both types.

In this paper we will prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a
function of such types to be a Sheffer function.

Definitions:

1. Webb function A function satisfying c)
2. Preference function A function satisfying d)
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3. f(p, q) is properly closed There exists a proper subset of the
values 0,..., m - 1 closed under f(p,q).

4. f(P, q) has the proper There exists a decomposition a of the
substitution property values into at least 2 and at most

m - 1 equivalence classes such that
f(p, q) induces a single-valued function
/'({a}, {b}) from a x a to α.

5. Ti(p) Ti(j) = i, for any j .
6. Dx,y,z(P) DXtytZ(z) = x and Dx>yfZ(r) = y, if z Φ r.
7. fm(p) f\p) = f(p) and fκ+1(p) = //*(/>).
8. fUgiiP)) fU gi{p) = g, (P) and fi£(gi(p)) =

AfUgiip)), Λ+I(P))
9. NXyιZtW(p, q) NXtytZιW(z, w) =x and Nx>ytZtW(p, q) = y if

ί ^ 2 or ^ w.

10. Tl̂ -function A function M, (/>, )̂ such that Mb(b, i) =
Mb(i, b) = i, for any i (where b is a
particular value).

The present author has elsewhere shown the following theorems:

Theorem A Any function of m values, which can define a permutation
consisting of a single cycle, a permutation consisting of m - 1 cycles such
that the cycle which contains two elements is such that the elements are
adjacent in the cycle of the first permutation, and a function which takes
m - 1 values, can define all one -place functions.8

Theorem B The set consisting of an Malfunction and the family Ditf,ιZ(p),
i = 0, . . ., m - 2, z = 0, . . ., m - 1, can define all one-place functions.9

Theorem C Any two-place function which can define all one-place functions
is a Sheffer function.10

Theorem I If f{p, q) is a Webb function, it is Sheffer function if and only if
it is not properly closing.

That no properly closing function is a Sheffer function has been shown
elsewhere.11 Let f(p, q) be a Webb function and let r(p) =f(p, a).

Case 1: Let r(p) take j values (j < m - 1). Ύhenf(p, q) takes no more than
j + 1 values (j + 1 ̂  m - 1) and hence is properly closing.

Case 2: Let r(p) take m - 1 values. If there is an i such that r(i) = K
(where K is defined by c),f(p, a) takes m - 1 values and hence is properly
closing. If not and the set {r\K)\i = 1, . . ., n - 1 does not contain all
elements other than K, the set consisting of K and r\K) i = 1, . . ., n - 1 is
closed and f(p, q) is properly closing. Hence the only subcase which is not
properly closing satisfies the following conditions: aΌ, . . ., am_γ is a
permutation of 0, . . ., m - 1. f(aif a{) = ai+1 for 1 ̂  i^ m - 2,f(am_u am.j) =
ab for some b < m - 1 and/(£, j) = a0 for i Φ j .
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Then let:

A,(p) =f(P,r(p)) = Tao(p)
Aj(p)=f(p,Bhl(p))

where:

B,{P) = Tao(p)
Bj{p)=A){p).

By induction Ai+ι{a _^) = cij for j ^ i and Ai+1(p) = a0 and Bi+I(a^j) = a ; - 1 for
j < i and Bi+1(p) = a{ otherwise. AmAl'ιf{Bm{p), Am

m'.\Am{p)) is «, for p = ai

and j ^ m - 3, am,1 for p = am and am for p = am.γ. Consequently Am(p),
AZλABm-λP)^m-iArrkP)), and Bm-i(P) satisfy the conditions on Theorem A
and hence f{p, a) is a Sheffer function by Theorem B.

Case 3: Let r(p) take m values. If r(p) is of order less than m - 1 it is
factorable into cycles. Then any cycle containing K determines a proper
subset closed under f(p, q) and/(£, q) is properly closing.

If this is not the case, there exists a permutation a0, . . ., am.x of the
values 0, . . ., m - 1 such that f(aif a{) = ai+1 for i < m - l,f(am-u am.ύ = a0

and f(i, j) = aM^ for i Φ j . Thenf(p, r{p)) = TaJp) and r %J/>) = TaiDx>ytZ(p)
is the family { r V W , ΓΛ(/>))}. Then

ArMV(P, q), TamJP)) = Na0, Om-u aot ao(p, q).

Then NXtytZ>w(p, q) = Dx>yta0, NaQ, am_u a0, ao(r'(p), r'(q)) where i and j
satisfy the equations r{(z) = rJ{w) = a0. We define the following functions:

A0(P,q)=AP,r"'1{q))
Aiip, q) =f{Na0, α«-i, am-l9 am.γip, q), Tam-i(P))
Ai(p, q) =f(Li.1(p, q), M^ip, q))9 for i > 1

where: M0(P, q) = Tam(p, q), and

Mh(p, q) = Ah(Mh^(p, q), Ah(Nah, am_l9am_u ah+1(p, q))9 Nah, am_l9 ah+1, a^p, q))
Lh(p, q) = Ah(Mh(p, q)9 NaQ, am-l9 am.l9 am^{p9 q)) for h > 0.

By induction: for every i(0 ^ i ^ m - 1), Ai(am_u am_^ = am^ and for
every j(0 *zj ^i), Ai(am.l9 a{) = Ai(aj9 am^ = a^ Hence Am^(pf q) is an
Λftf̂ i-function and f(p, q) is a Sheffer function by Theorems B and C.

Theorem II A preference function is a Sheffer function if and only if it
neither is properly closing nor has the proper substitution property.

The present author has shown necessity of the condition elsewhere.12 Let
s(P) = f(P, P)- s(P) is a permutation. If it has more than one cycle, it is
properly closing since the smallest cycle containing a0 defines a set closed
under/(/>, q). Let/*(/>, a) = sTjip, q). Then

DavaOιao(p)=f*T1

1(s\p))
Tao(P)=f*lΛsi(P))
Ta.(p) = s*Tao(p),ίori>0
Dav al9 a0 (p) = Dai9 aOl a0 Daχ, a09 a0 (p).
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Let us call a set A compact relative to an ordered set B which contains it,
provided x, y, e A and x < z < y implies z e A.

Lemma 1 Given an ordered set 0, . . ., m - 1, the cyclic subgroup gen-
erated by a permutation of order m containing one cycle and an initial
sequence I of the m elements, of length n + 1, either some element of the
subgroup transforms I into a non-compact set or given a compact set A of
n + 1 elements such that some element of the subgroup transforms A into I,
every element of the subgroup transforms A into a set identical with or
disjoint from I.

Assume P± and P2 are elements of the subgroup, Pλ{I) =A, P2(A) Φl
and P2(A) Π / φφ. Let a c P2(A) Π /. Since there are n + 1 elements of A
and for any two elements x and y of the ordered set there exists exactly one
element of the subgroup which maps x into y, there are exactly n + 1
elements of the subgroup which map an element of A into the initial element
of / and exactly n + 1 elements of the subgroup which map an element of A
into a. Since a e I and the only compact set of n + 1 elements containing the
initial element of / is /, some element of the subgroup maps A into a
non-compact set since P2(A) contains a but not the initial element of /.

Lemma 2 If f(p, q) is not properly closing, either DaQ, ait ao(p), i = 0, . . .,
m - 1 is definable or f(p, q) satisfies the proper substitution property.

By induction on i: Assume true for i ^ n - 1. Then it is true without
restriction or AflQ, a{, ao(P), i = 0, . . ., d are definable (and hence true for
d=n).

Case 1: For every j , s;(α&), k = 0, . . ., n is compact. Assume s*(#z ) =
sy(aj), i, j ^ n. Then sx(ak), k = 0, . . ., m is a permutation of sy(ak), k =
0, . . ., n. For by Lemma 1, since sz(ak), k = 0, . . ., n is always compact
and sn~y(sy(ak)) = ak, every power of S which transforms an {sx(ak)} k -
0, . . ., n into a set containing an element of {%[ k = 0, . . ., n transforms
{sx(ak)} into ak. But sn~y{p) transforms {sx{aί)} into fly. Hence d*~\p)
transforms {sx(ak)} into {ak}. Hence sy(p) transforms {ak} into {sx(ak)} and
{$*(<%)} = {$y(ak)} Hence a0, . . ., am^ consists of a sequence of blocks of
length n + 1 such that if a{ and α; are in the same block, so are s(α, ) and
s(aj). Then since, if i**j,f(ai, a{) = /(«,-, α, ) = s(a{), the block to which
f(P, q) belongs is dependent only on the block to which p and q belong.
Hence, given the decomposition of 0, . . ., m - 1 into the blocks mentioned,
if p is the block to which p belongs, /(/>, q) induces the function/X(J, "q) and
hence has the proper substitution property.

Case 2: There is a j such that {s^(ak)} k = 0, . . ., n is not compact. Let
i*ζ n be chosen such that if ax = si(a0) and ay = s;(αt ) then there exists an r
such that x < r< y or y < r < x and sn~i(ar) is not in {ak}9 k = 0, . . ., n.
Suppose x < r < y. Then s " " y / * ( s ^ 0 , au ao(p), τΛr{p)) = sm~jf*(Dax, ay,
ao(P), Tar(p)) = sm"jΏaχ, ar, a0, sm'j{ar), ao(p). If on the other hand, y < r < x,
there exists an e such se(ay) = am.x. Let ax = se(ax) and ar = se(ar). If
x1 < r\
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su-€f*{s1**DUQ,ai,a0{p), TAfl{p))
= sm-ef*(Daχl, am_^ ao(p), Γβff(/>))
= sm~eDaχl, ar,,a0(p) = Daχ, ar, a0,.

Ίir'<x'9

sm~βf*(sef*(sef)(siDao,ai9ao{p)9 Tar(p), TΛχl(p)))
= sm-ef*(seDar, fly, ao(p), Taχ, (/>))
= sm-ef*(Dar,, am.u ao(p) Tar,(p))
= sm'eDarl, aχt, ao(p) = Dar, aX9 ao(p).

Then Dar, ax, ax(p) = Dar, ax, a0 sn'J{p) and DΛχ, ar, ao(p) = Dar, ax, ax, Dar, ax,
axs

J(p). Hence Daχ, ar, ao(p) can be defined and sn'j Dak, ar, ao(p) = Dao,
sn-j(ar)9a0(p).

Let Ah = sn'j{ar). Then h > n. Let hr < h. Then Dao, ah>, ao(p) =
/*(Dα o, ah, ao(p), Tah,(p)). Hence the lemma follows.

Assume f(p, q) is a preference function which is neither properly closing
nor has the proper substitution property. Then by Lemma 2, Dao, #*, ao(p)
can be defined for i = 1, . . ., m - 1. Then {s; DaQ, aiy a0 sk(p)} contains
{Dχ> <*m-u z(P)} Since f*(p,q) is an M*,^-function, f(p, q) is a Sheffer
function by Theorems B and C.

It should be noted that the conditions proved above are equivalent to the
conditions proved in the case m = 3.13

Remark (added in 1974): This article was orginally written in March, 1955.
Since that time, a not unconsiderable literature on related questions has
developed. The interested reader is referred to the index numbers of
The Journal of Symbolic Logic or to the bibliography in Peter Rutz,
Zweiwertige und Mehrwertige Logik, Ehrenwirth, Munchen, 1973, for de-
tails. The reader whould also note that many of the Sheffer function classes
which are isolated in this literature, especially in the work of J. C. Muzio,
overlap those of this paper.
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